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Neidham, '36; Brand, Philip E. Nystedt, '36; Channell, Ralph D. Morrison, Jr., '36; Captain, Henry A. Cahnman, '34; Treasurer, Mortimer Rossbach, '35; Roll, Alan J. Garber, '36; Pinto, Frederick R. Claffox, '37; Carle, Charles H. Ross, '35; Astin, Thomas L. Blakemore, '35; Sisson, Horbert A. Morris, Jr., '34; Reppe, Theodore D. Kronos, '34; King Wilky, Gurdal C. Rich, '37; Prince Pericles, Lincoln R. Clark, Jr., '37; Anne, Lanston P. Baxter, '37; Peters, Virginia D. Davidson, '34; Arenal, Vynder C. Blackwood, '37; Citizens: Irwin Sages, '37; Leonard A. Soder, '37; Jerome E. Kasy, '37; Neil J. Smith, '37; Shea A. LaBlute, '36; Ethelyn L. Trinidad, '36; Harvey F. Philipps, '37.

END PREPARATION FOR FIELD DAY
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the day's events to the other class. This rule does not apply to class officers or anyone else who does not participate on a team, excluding the glove fight.

Sophomore Spirit Day

A review of THE TECH shows that the spirit of the classes runs the same line as in previous years; its human being most likely inverted until the last week, when the Sopho-

mores swing into action that either causes them through the day victory

ous or allows them to fall into the
dirt defiled and diseased. It is now
time for the Class of '38 to com-

minute activity, according to those

records.

Both football teams are reported as showing much promise. The senior men should have almost completed crew selection, while the freshmen are still in competition among themselves to represent the class. Coach Oscar Ralph land believes that the freshmen have the advantage in the relay race. As for the tug of war, both teams are
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